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Behavioral spectral sensitivity curves are frequently used to characterize peripheral stages of visual
processing. We test specific hypotheses about the physiology underlying honeybee spectral
sensitivity by approximating published sensitivity curves with several metric models. The analysis
shows that: (1) models assuming no interactions between different receptor types do not explain the
behavioral data. Similarly, neither simple luminance mechanism models (sum of receptor
excitations), nor models in which only the most sensitive receptor determines sensitivity fit the
data. (2) The minimum number of postreceptoral mechanisms mediating discrimination is two.
(3) Both mechanisms are of the chromatic type. Adding an achromatic mechanism decreases the
accuracy of approximation. Copyright 01997 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Behavioral spectral sensitivity is a widely used tool to
investigateperipheral stages of visual processingboth in
humans (Sperling & Hanverth, 1971; Thornton & Pugh,
1983; Kranda & King-Smith, 1979) and in animals (von
Helversen, 1972; Nuboer & Moed, 1983; Neumeyer,
1984; Neumeyer & Jager, 1985; Meier & Bowmaker,
1993). Usually such experiments measure an observer’s
ability to discriminatea reference target from a spatially
or temporallyseparated test target that is illuminatedby a
spectral light of definedintensity.The smallestamountof
that lightnecessaryto elicit a criterionresponseyieldsthe
threshold increment with respect to the reference light.
Spectral sensitivity functions are then presented by
plotting the reciprocal threshold intensities of several
such lights against their correspondingwavelength.
In man two different approaches have been taken to
understand sensitivity to spectral lights. One approach
states that the sensitivityof the visual systemto a spectral
light is completely determinedby the most sensitiveof a
limited number of independent visual mechanisms
(Sperling & Harwerth, 1971; Thornton & Pugh, 1983;
Kranda & King-Smith, 1979). In that sense, spectral
sensitivity curves were regarded to reflect the upper
envelope of those mechanisms whose number and type
were derived by fitting the known pigment spectra to the
behavioral data. The second approach holds that color
thresholdsin general and spectral sensitivityin particular
can be summarized by ellipsoidal surfaces in three-
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dimensional color space (von Helmholtz, 1896; Schro-
dinger, 1920; Brown & MacAdam, 1949; Poirson &
Wandell, 1990). In a statistical evaluation of color
thresholds, Poirson et al. (1990) noted that in this case
the physiology of the visual mechanisms remains
essentially obscured. Moreover, it was found that in
humans spectral thresholds do not define the ellipsoid
uniquely (Poirson & Wandell, 1990), rendering spectral
sensitivity generally unsuitable to investigate visual
mechanisms.
What about nonprimateanimals? Is it, as presupposed
by the latter approach, generally not possible to extract
meaningful information from spectral thresholds about
the underlyingphysiology?To answer this,we focushere
on spectral sensitivity of an invertebrate, the honeybee
(Apis mell~era). Honeybee color vision is well estab-
lished (von Frisch, 1914;Daumer, 1956;Autrum & von
Zwehl, 1964; von Helversen, 1972; Menzel & Blakers,
1976;Menzel & Backhaus, 1991).It is trichromatic,with
three spectral classes of photoreceptorspeaking at 344,
436, and 556 nm (Menzel & Backhaus, 1991). Theore-
tical analysesof color training experimentshave already
suggested that color in honeybees is computed by two
chromatic, opponent subsystems(Backhaus et al., 1987;
Backhaus, 1991; Chittka et al., 1992). However, the
calculations on which these analyses were based could
not convincinglyrule out potential contributionsof other
mechanisms. Furthermore, honeybee spectral sensitivity
(Daumer, 1956;von Helversen, 1972;Bobeth, 1979)has
not been analyzed so far. Thus, it might be interesting to
ask how the discrimination of small spectral intensity
incrementscompareswith the color discriminationtasks
of Backhaus’ and Chittka’sexperiments.
In contrast to the approaches of Backhaus (1991) and
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FIGURE1. Schematicdiagramof the four functionalstageswe postulate to describecolor discrimination.Stage 1: two stimuli,
assigned reference and test, induce quantumabsorption in S, M, L photoreceptorsand aIe transducedto give signals {r-s,r-m
‘L} and {~’s, “M, “L}, respectively. Stage 2: neUralcoding of the photoreceptorsignalsintoachromaticand/or chromatic
signals. Here we depict three such coding units the output of which is given by ~1, ~z,~3}and ~’1, ~’z,~’3},respectively.
However,in general there may beN units distributedacross several successivemorphologicaland/orphysiologicallayers. Stage
3: here the signals correspondingto reference and test are compared amdevaluated according to a particular algorithm. The
output of this stage is the distance As between reference and test. Stage 4: the behavioral response, which is given by the
probabilityPC.,,that one of two stimuli presented for comparisonis selected.
Chittka et al. (1992) the analysiswe propose here is not
intended to provide a complete account of color
discrimination in every part of honeybee color space.
Rather, we exploit traditional metric concepts (von
Helmholtz, 1896; Schrodinge.r, 1920) to characterize
the visual mechanisms involved in the discriminationof
stimuli that lie close to some reference stimulus. In
particular, our paper has three main concerns. First, we
make some general points concerning the relationship
between thresholds and physiology by specifying the
implicit assumptionsunderlying the upper envelope and
the ellipsoidal approach. Second, we describe a proce-
dure to delimit number and type of implicated visual
mechanisms by which we also show how they can be
classified into mechanisms that sum up the signals from
different photoreceptor types (i.e. achromatic mechan-
isms) and those taking their difference (i.e. chromatic
mechanisms). Third, we test particular hypothesesabout
the processes that may underlie discrimination by
comparing the predictions of different models that
implement these hypotheses with published spectral
sensitivity data (von Helversen, 1972; Bobeth, 1979).
To do so, we compare the performance of the
corresponding model calculation with the error of the
behavioral data.
GENEFLALMATHEMATICALFRAMEWORK
Any physiologically plausible model of color discri-
mination needs to assume a minimum number of four
functionally distinct stages of visual processing (see e.g.
Backhaus, 1991). The following paragraph gives a
general scheme together with the mathematicalformula-
tion by which we refer to each stage (see also Fig. 1).
First, a receptoral stage. This stage comprises the
quantum absorption process by the photoreceptors and
the transduction into graded voltage signals. It may also
include any postreceptoral processing as long as it
preserves the segregation between different receptor
types. We refer to this stage with a vector R of receptor
quantumcatcheswith components{r-~,r-~,r-~},where S,
M, L denote short,- medium-, and long-wave receptors.
Second, the stage of neural coding in which the
photoreceptor signals are combined to form achromatic
(summing or nonopponent)and chromatic (differencing
or opponent)signals.The outputof this stage is described
as a vector function F(R) with components ~1, ~2,...~N}.
We treat stage 2 as a functional stage that may consistof
several successive morphological and/or physiological
layers. Third, the evaluating stage where the signals
corresponding to different stimuli are compared. This
comparison may include computing the difference
between second stage signals {Afl, Af2,...AfN} and may
also implement specific composition rules. Metric
models assumethat the outputof this stage is the distance
Atsbetween the stimuli.Fourth, the behavioral response,
which typically will be the choice behavior in a training
task and is measured by the probabilityP..= that one of
two stimuli presented for comparison is selected.
According to the metric approachP dependson Asalone.
The two different approaches can be classified
according to their assumptions on how and to which
amount the various stages contribute to discrimination.
The ellipsoidalapproachmakesvery general assumptions
concerningthe potentialneural implementationof stages,
1, 2 and 3. It is consistentwith a sum-of-squaresdefini- ‘“
tion of distancein the vicinityof the reference and will be
a fairly good approximation: (1) If discrimination is
limited by the noise in stages 1 and 2 (Vos & Walraven,
1972a,b;see also Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982,pp. 673-677)
irrespective of stage 3 accuracy and comparison algor-
ithm; and/or (2) If the neural processes correspondingto
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stages 1, 2 and 3 can be described by smooth functions
(see Appendix A).
By comparison, the upper envelope approach (Sperling
& Harwerth, 1971; Thornton & Pugh, 1983) is much
more explicit about the involved physiology. Briefly,
such an approach assumes that there is a limited number
of distinct, statistically independent stage 1 or stage 2
mechanisms.A stimulusis at thresholdif, and only if, the
most sensitive of those mechanisms is at threshold.As a
consequence,modelsof this type assumean explicitstage
3 algorithm, a maximum computation on the difference
of stage 2 {A~i}or stage 1 {Ari}signals so that the neural
processes associatedwith this stage are not describedby
smooth functions.Note that this also means that noise in
stages 1 and 2 must be negligible. This is because any
significant stage 1 and 2 noise blurs the effects of a
specificstage 3 algorithm,finallyconvergingto the noise
limited ellipsoidal model. Upper envelope models are
mathematically equivalent to a special case of Minkow-
ski metrics, the dominance metric. Similar assumptions
underlie another type of Minkowski metrics, the city-
block metric, where the absolute values of stage 2
difference signals are summed to yield distance (Back-
haus, 1991;Wuerger et al., 1995).Also here, there is an
absolutevalue computationat stage 3 requiredwhich is a
discontinuousfunction so that stage 3 processes are not
described by smooth functions.
Inferring number and type of involved mechanismsfrom
discriminationcontours
If presented in three-dimensional receptor space the
coordinates of threshold lights around a common
reference specify a particular surface or discrimination
contour (Poirson et al., 1990).The following is intended
to provide the theoretical grounds to derive from the
shape of this contour something about the potential
physiologyunderlying discrimination.For example, one
may wish to know whether stage 2 interactionsdo play a
role, and if so, what is the minimal number of
mechanisms to be assumed, and whether they are of the
summingor of the differencingtype. We firstdevelopour
ideas using the most general approach of a Riemannian
line element (von Helmholtz, 1896; Schrodinger, 1920)
corresponding to an ellipsoidal discrimination contour
and then show how more explicit assumptionsabout the
physiology affect the shape of that contour.
The most general formulation of distance in three-
dimensionalRiemannian color space is given by:
3
AS= = ~ g~k Ari Ark
i. k = 1
(1)
where Ari denotes the difference between the quantum
catches corresponding to test and reference, gik is the
metric tensor (Wyszecki& Stiles, 1982,pp. 654 and 655)
and summationis performed over S, M, L receptor types.
The value of gikdepends, for a given adaptation condi-
tion, only on the coordinatesof the reference stimulus.In
order to express the line element in the coordinates of
stage 2 we relate the difference between the neural
signals Afi to the differences of the receptor quantum
catches Ari
(2)
then
where Gj~ is the metric tensor in the coordinatesof stage
2 (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, pp. 674, 675) and N is the
total number of second stage mechanisms.
Equations (1) and (3) describe an ellipsoid in a
Riemannian color space. Under favorable conditions,
the shapeof this ellipsoidand its orientationwithin three-
dimensionalcolor space may give some insight about the
type of neural processing.Supposethat discriminationis
limited solely by the noise of the photoreceptorsso that
stage 2 interactions, if any, would have no influence on
thresholds.In this case the cross-productterms in Eq. (1)
vanish and the line element can be rewritten in a form
first introducedby von Helmholtz (1896):
As’ = g,, Ar~ + g.. Ar~ + g,, Ar~ (4)
which yields an ellipsoid with its principal axes parallel
to thosedefinedby the receptors.The lengthof these axes
reflects the noise in S, M, and L photoreceptors.
What, if photoreceptor noise is negligible and dis-
criminationis solely limitedby the noise generated in the
secondstage? In this case, it is more convenientto use the
coordinatesof stage 2 [seealso Eq. (3)]. Becausenoise in
independent channels is not correlated, the ellipsoid’s
principal axes are oriented parallel to those outlined by
second stagemechanisms.Note, however, that these axes
do not specify the mechanismsuniquely, because by an
appropriatelinear transformationof the input coordinates
threshold stimuli can be mapped onto the surface of a
sphere. Infinitelymany sets of axes describing the same
spherewould thereforeserve as mechanismsequallywell
(Poirson et al., 1990). Thus, with three or more stage 2
mechanisms,nothingcan be said about number and type
of the neural mechanisms.
Suppose, however, that there are fewer stage 2 mech-
anismsthan the numberof photoreceptorinputs. If only a
single mechanismfl is present, Eq. (3) reduces to:
AS2 = G,, Af: (5)
This yields a degenerate ellipsoid with threshold
coordinates lying on the surfaces of two parallel planes
which are orthogonal to the direction of fl. In that case
only, the direction of fl uniquely definesthe mechanism.
If two mechanisms~1,~2determine discrimination,then
As’ = G,, Af: + 2GIZAflAfz + G,, Af;, (6)
so that threshold coordinates lie on the surface of an
ellipticcylinder(a cylinderwith an ellipticcross-section)
with its central axis (the axis parallel to the cylinder’s
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FIGURE2. Tristimulus space (R)showingthe geometric relations for
the transformationto a new coordinatesystem with axes xl, X2,X3(X-
space). If we draw a triangle with vertices (O,O,1), (O,1, O),(1, O,O)
thenthe axes denotedbyxl andx2lie parallel to the color triangleplane
while X3is oriented orthogonal to it. Any vector 0 in R can be
described by using its polar coordinates in the X-space. If Pc, is the
point where @ penetrates the xl–x2-planeand PX3the corresponding
point for the x3-axis,then we defineu as the angle which the line (P13,
P@)formswith thex2-axis,and/3as the angleIDformswith thex3-axis.
wall) orthogonal to the plane of ~1 and ~2.Any vector
lying in this plane represents a candidate neural
mechanism.
If threshold coordinates are best described by degen-
erate ellipsoids it is possible to further specify the
underlying mechanisms by means of their orientation.
Let us term mechanisms in which receptor inputs
combine with the same sign as achromatic, and those
with receptor inputs of different signs (that is, inhibitory
interactionsare present) as chromatic. Such a distinction
poses constraints on the orientation of the vector
corresponding to a particular mechanism. Consider a
Maxwell triangle (Fig. 2), i.e. a trianglewith vertices (O,
O, 1), (O, 1, O), (1, O, O). Obviously, any vector which
crosses the triangle corresponds to an achromatic
mechanism, that is, can be expressed as a sum of the
receptor signals, while vectors orthogonal to this vector
are chromatic, meaning that at least one receptor has a
negative input. Consequently, if the central axis of an
elliptic cylinder is an achromaticvector, the correspond-
ing mechanismsare necessarilychromatic(for details see
Appendix B). Note that planes that are not orthogonalto
the achromatic direction still may contain two different
chromatic vectors.
Generally, ellipsoidsdo not reveal stage 2 mechanisms
in terms of their specific receptor inputs (except for the
case of a single stage 2 mechanism). To overcome that,
upper envelope and city-block metric models can be
used. A general formulationof distance according to the
upper envelope approach gives
As = Max(laiAft); i = 1, ...N; (7)
with ai being the sensitivity of mechanismf.. The city-
block metric statesthat the absolutemagnitudedifference
of each componentmechanismadds up to yield distance.
- , --, . .
i=l
In two dimensions,contours of equal discriminability
for both models yield a parallelogram.Assuming a city-
block metric gives axes oriented along oppositevertices
of the parallelogram, whereas in an upper envelope
modelthe axes are parallel to the sides. In both cases axes
are no longer invariant to rotation which means that
receptor inputs to stage 2 mechanisms are uniquely
defined. However, because city-block metric and upper
envelope models yield the same parallelogram it is, at
least in two dimensions,not possibleto distinguishthem.
Furthermore, the number of free parameters for paralle-
lograms is always higher than that of their ellipsoidal
analogs.
Note that the surface models described above can be
considered as the limiting case of a very specificmodel,
where threshold is defined as the probability summation
of the component mechanisms’ response function
(Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, pp. 677-683; Kranda &
King-Smith, 1979;Cole et al., 1993).It should suffice to
mention that this model comes to surfaces intermediate
between ellipsoid and parallelogram, i.e. parallelograms
with rounded corners.
METHODS
Data
The behavioral data we analyze come from two
studies. First, the spectral sensitivity function for bee
number 25 in von Helversen (1972) and second, three
spectral sensitivity functions from Bobeth (1979) who
employed different intensities of the achromatic refer-
ence light. From the latter study we analyze the three
curves with the greatest number of test wavelengths,
employing white light intensities of O, 1000, and 2000
relative units (= r.u.), respectively (1000 r.u. = 90 lx).
One difference between von Helversen’s and Bobeth’s
data is that, for the latter, each sensitivityfunction is the
average from the results of three (O,1000r.u. condition)
or four (2000 r.u. condition)experimentalbees. Because
of the very low sensitivity values of the receptor
functions for 2>600 nm (Fig. 3) we consider only test
wavelengths <600 nm. Thus, we use the result from 21
test lights in von Helversen’s study and 14 wavelengths
for Bobeth’s curves.
The experimental procedure in both studies was
essentially the same. An individual bee was trained to
discriminate two diffusers (5 cm in dia) presented
horizontallyon a gray disc (1 m in dia) in an artificially
illuminated room (fluorescent tubes). The reference
stimuluswas either not transluminatedor transluminated
by white light,while the test stimuluswas transluminated
by monochromaticlights or mixtures of monochromatic
and white light. Only the intensityof the monochromatic
portionwas varied. Because stimuli covered only a small
part of the visual field and intensitiesof monochromatic
lights were near threshold, adaptation conditions most
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FIGURE3. The spectral sensitivities of the three photoreceptortypes
of the honeybee used in all calculations. The functions are scaled to
give unit sensitivity at their peak wavelengthswhich are 344nm (S),
436 nm (M), and 556 nm (L) (after Menzel & Backhaus, 1991).
likely did not change throughout the experiments. The
proportion of choices in favor of the reference stimulus
was recorded. Complete response-vs-intensityfunctions
were determinedfor a few wavelengthsonly. These were
found to be approximatelylog-linear for choice frequen-
cies between 60 and 90%. Spectral sensitivity was
subsequently determined by finding for each test wave-
length an intensity that was discriminated within this
response margin and then extrapolating to the intensity
correspondingto a choice proportion of 75%.
Estimating the error of the behavioraldata
In Bobeth’s study more than one animal contributedto
each spectral sensitivityfunction so that the statisticsare
not clearly defined.A meaningfulestimateof the error of
the behavioral data is possible only in case of von
Helversen’s bee No. 25, because each threshold is the
result of a single choice percentage. Given an average of
149 choices per data point and a mean choice frequency
of cf. = 75970the standard deviation of each discrimina-
tion value is calculated according to ~ (Pq)/149 with
P =c.f./100 and q = l–P. From the slope of the
R/log(Z)-functions (37 [cf. log(Z)-l]) we estimate the
standard deviation of each threshold intensity a to be
0.1 loglo units.
Data representationand coordinatesystems
As primaries we use the receptor functions published
by Menzel and Backhaus (1991; Fig. 3). The coordinate
systems used to represent data are either related to the
receptorprimaries (R) or to the Maxwell-triangle(X), i.e.
a triangle set in R with vertices (O,O,1), (O,1, O),(1, O,O)
(see Fig. 2). Transformationof the metric tensorfrom one
coordinate system to another follows common mathe-
matical rules (Wyszecki& Stiles, 1982,pp. 674 and 675).
For computationalconvenience,coordinatesof thresh-
old lights {Ari}are normalizedaccordingto {Ari/ri},with
{ri} being the relative quantum catches of the reference.
That is, they are treated as loci in a receptor contrast
space similar to that used by Coleet al. (1993).Reference
coordinatesare estimatedfrom the spectraldistributionof
the illuminantsreported in each study and assuming that
the spectral reflectance of the diffusers were flat.
Normalizing to the reference locus is equivalent to
scaling the primaries as depicted in Fig. 3 with the
reciprocal coordinates of the reference. The relative
scaling factors are 18.6:2.0:1 (S:M:L) for von Hel-
versen’s experiments and 8.4:1.5:1 for Bobeth’s study.
Note that conclusions concerning number and type of
postulatedmechanismsare invariant to the choice of the
coordinate system, i.e. scaling is arbitrary (compare also
Appendix B).
Coordinate system X is defined with xl and Xzbeing
parallel to the triangle plane and X3orthogonal to it:
X2= [n- (r~ +rL)/2]~
&;
(9)
To specify the orientation of a vector we use polar
coordinates (u, /?) in X. Then a modified coordinate
system X’ can be related to X by a rotation of the
coordinates(see Fig. 2) or by a particularre-scalingof the
receptor primaries (see Appendix B).
Models andjitting
For each test wavelength 2 the tristimulusvalues of a
threshold vector AR(2) are related to threshold intensity
Z(A)by
AR(A) = I(A)R(A) (lo)
where R(2) is a vector of the spectral sensitivity
functions. Because distance, As, is a first order function
of AR, it follows from Eq. (10) that As(AR(J))=
1(I)As(R(2)).By definition,threshold distance is 1. Thus
1(A) = l/As(R(A)). (11)
Next we provide a list of the models we apply to the
four sets of threshold data. Each model has to be
consideredas implementinga particularhypothesisabout
the processes that may underlie discrimination.
1. The hypothesisof a single stage 2 mechanism [Eq.
(5)]. Substitutionof Eq. (2) into Eq. (5) gives
Asz = (ksAr~ + kM&M + k@~)2 (12)
where ki=~ ~ are the three parameters to be fitted.
2. The hypothesis that discrimination is limited by
noise in the three receptor types, with no influence
of putative stage 2 interactions,as given in Eq. (4),
with gll being the three parameters to be fitted.
3. The hypothesisthat always the most sensitive stage
one mechanism determines response. That is, the
upper envelope without stage 2 interactions. Sub-
stitutingAri for Afiin Eq. (7) gives
As = Max(lkiAril); i = S, M, L (13)
with ki being the three parameters to be fitted.
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4. The hypothesis that discrimination is limited by
noise ;n’multiplestage two mechanisms.That is, the
ellipsoidalmodel as given in Eqs (1) and (3). In X it
is expressed as
Asz = gll @ + gzz@ + gqq@ + 2glz ~1 ~2
+ 2g]3 Axl AX3 + 2g23 AX2 &3 (14)
where gi~are the six parameters to be fitted.
5. The hypothesisthat discriminationis governedby at
least two second stage mechanisms restricted to a
common plane. That is, the elliptic cylinder model
of Eq. (6). In a particular coordinate system X’, Eq.
(6) becomes
AS2= gll Ax~2+ 2glz Ax~AxL+ g2.zAx:, (15)
where gikare the three parametersto be fitted.Note that
two angles u and P are needed to specify the
orientation of X’.
6. The hypothesis that two independent stage 2
mechanisms are combined at stage 3 according to
a specificstage 3 algorithm.That is, either the most
sensitive mechanism alone determines response
(upper envelope) or response is due to the sum of
the absolute values of both mechanisms (city-
block). Both can be summarized as the parallelo-
gram model. Substitutionof Eq. (2) into Eq. (7) or
Eq. (8) gives
2
As= ~ \kil(Ars– ArNI)+ kiz(Ar~ – ArL)l (16)
iE1
or
AS= Max(lkil(Ars – ArM)
+ki2(A~M – A~L)l); i = 1, 2 (17)
In each case ki~are the four parameters to be fitted.
Again, two additional parameters are needed to specify
the scalingof R, i.e. the orientationof the parallelogram’s
plane.
To test the varioushypotheseswith the behavioraldata
we use a least square procedure. Because the behavioral
threshold intensitieswere derivedby linear extrapolation
on a log(Z)abscissa (see above), the uncertainty of each
threshold estimate a is given in the log-intensitydomain
rather than on a linear scale. Therefore, we fit the
parameters of a given model in order to minimize the
deviations with respect to log(Z),i.e. we minimize the
error index e
[1
1/2
In
e= – E 6;; > (18)n i=~
where 6iclog(1’i)–log(~i),with Ii being the measured and
I’i the theoretical threshold intensityat wavelength i [Eq.
(11)], and n being the number of test wavelengths.Thus,
we compare behavioral with theoretical spectral sensi-
tivity by taking into account the variance of the
behavioral data (for a different procedure see Poirson &
Wandell, 1990). Our null-hypothesis is that the devia-
tions between theoretical and behavioral thresholds lie
within the error of the behavioral data. We estimate the
probability P that a particular model should be rejected.
We calculate P by using the fact that ~~=1 6~/# has a
~2-distributionwith n degrees of freedom (e.g. Kern &
Kern, 1961) and a being the standard deviation of the
behavioral threshold intensities(see above).Approxima-
tions with a P <0.05 are considered acceptable.
The distributionof spectral thresholdsin color space
As mentioned, stimuli having the same distance to a
particular reference describe definite surfaces in color
space. To estimate the parameters of this surface, stimu-
lus coordinates should provide samples in all directions
of that space. Generally, it may happen that the spectral
thresholds fall near to a plane in color space. Because
such stimuli show no or little variability in the direction
orthogonalto thatplane, it is impossibleto concludefrom
the data how nonspectralstimuli are discriminatedif they
differ with respect to this direction. Therefore, before
using a particular set of thresholdsone should determine
the spread of the stimuli in that space. We emphasizethis
precondition because, using data on human spectral
sensitivity, Poirson and Wandell (1990) found that
spectral thresholdsfall close to a plane.
The points corresponding to each set of threshold
stimuli form clouds in three-dimensional receptor con-
trast space. The spread of this cloud can be expressed in
terms of the standard deviation in the three orthogonal
main directions. These directions and their standard
deviationsare determined by an eigenvector analysis of
the covariance matrix of the threshold vectors (see e.g.
Kern & Kern, 1961).The standarddeviationsfor the four
sets of threshold coordinates are: 0.136, 0.072, 0.059
(von Helversen); 0.163,0.076,0.055 (Bobeth, Iw = O);
0.172, 0.085, 0.061 (Bobeth, Zw= 1000), and 0.232,
0.122,0.076 (Bobeth,Zw= 2000), respectively.The fact
that three of four sets have nearly the same spread in the
second and third direction indicates that these stimuli do
not lie in a plane and thus show sufficientvariabilityin all
directions.
RESULTS
We begin with a detailed analysis of von Helversen’s
(1972) data because they comprise more measurement
points and we have an estimate of their error which
permits us to rigorously judge a model’s performance.
We then compare the results with three curves from
Bobeth (1979) who also varied the intensity of the
reference light. In the figures model predictions will be
given as solid lines and the behavioral data will be re-
plotted for each model as symbols.Numerical values for
von Helversen’sdata are summarized in Table 1.
Data of von Helversen (1972)
Simplehypotheses.We firstconsiderhypotheseswhich
are in a sense “simple”, because they either assume
discriminationbeing governedby a single mechanism or
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TABLE 1. Parameters, errors and probabilities of rejection for the metric models fitted to von Helversen’s (1972) data
Model Eq. Parameters Error P
Single mechanism “achromatic” (12) k~= 4.5 kM= 3.4
Single mechanism “chromatic” (12) ks = 4.5 kM= 5.6
Receptor noise limited (4) gss = 23.5 g~~ = 36.8
Simple upper envelope (13) ks = 5.1 kM= 6.8
Ellipsoidal (14) gll = 53.2 gzz= 121.3
glz = –52.3 g~q= –0.4
Elliptic cylinder (15) gll = 45.1 glz = –43.8
Parallelogram (upper envelope) (16) kll = –5.2
k21= –2.5
k~= 4.4 0.174 0.99
k== –6.9 0.152 0.99
gLL = 22.0 0.136 0.99
kL= 4.9 0.107 0.77
g~~= 0.5 0.046 <10–4
g*j = 6.6
gzz= 122.3 0.047 <10-4
klz = 3.4 0.038 <10-5
k21= 9.3
Parallelogram (city-block) (17) kll = –3.9 k12= 6.4 0.038 <10–5
k21= –1.4 k21= –2.9
“Model” indicates the hypothesisas given in Methods;“Eq.”gives the equationnumberusedfor fitting;“Parameters”gives the values of the best
fitting parameters; “Error” is the value of error index e [Eq. (18)]; P is the correspondingprobabilityof rejection.
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FIGURE4. Predictionsof different “simple” models (solid lines) fitted
to the spectral sensitivity curve according to von Helversen (1972)
(filledcircles). (a and b) Single secondstage mechanismmodels.In (a)
an achromatic mechanism is assumed, whereas (b) represents the
chromatic model with the least error. (c) and (d) correspondto three-
dimensional models which assume no interactions between different
photoreceptor types. In (c) discriminationis assumed to be limited by
receptor noise only,while (d) correspondsto the upperenvelopeof the
primary mechanisms (stage 1), i.e. only the most sensitive receptor
~ypemediates discrimination.All models are considerednot satisfying
with respect to the error of the behavioral data (see Table 1).
assume no interactions between different photoreceptor
systems.All models implementingthe simplehypotheses
require three parameters to be fitted (see Methods).
Curves (a) and (b) in Fig. 4 show two fitted curves
using a single-mechanismmodel [Eq. (12)]. In Fig. 4(a)
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FIGURE5. Predictionsof different three- and two-dimensionalmodels
allowing for interactions between photoreceptor types (solid lines)
fitted to the spectral sensitivity curve according to von Helversen
(1972)(filledcircles). (a andb) Three- and two-dimensionalellipsoidal
models; (a) represents the fit to an ellipsoid and (b) to an elliptic
cylinder; (c) fits to both upper envelope model and city-block metric.
All these models are consideredacceptablewith respect to the error of
the behavioral data (see Table 1).
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FIGURE6. To findthe best two-dimensionalmodel,the error dependingon the orientationof the elliptic cylinder is calculated.
The contour plot shows the error of approximatione as a function of a and /3(for definitionof a and ~ see Fig. 2) where a is
indicatedby the sector angle within the circle, whereas fi progresseswith increasingradius, Odeg correspondingto the center.
Atl orientationswithin the contours0.074(shadedareas) have to be consideredsignificant(P< O.05)with respect to the error of
the behavioraldata. The curved triangle depicts the boundariesof the Maxwell-trianglein polar coordinates [cf Fig. 2 and Eq.
(Bl)]. Orientationswithin this triangle wouldmean that the two postulatedmechanismsare chromatic.The absoluteminimum
is near tire center, indicating that mechanismsare of the chromatic type.
this mechanism is achromatic, i.e. all photoreceptor
inputs are of the same sign, and Fig. 4(b) correspondsto
the best fittingchromaticmechanism.In both cases error
is high and so the probabilitythat thesemodelshave to be
rejected is >0.99. Next, we consider the model that
assumes the absence of neural interactions,i.e. discrimi-
nation is limited by receptor noise only [Eq. (4)]. Figure
4(c) plots the reconstructedspectral sensitivity.The error
e is 0.136 log units so that this model must be rejected
with P >0.99.
Apparently, such models do not explain local minima
found in the behavioral data. Confronted with similar
observations, Pirenne (1962) hypothesized that such
functions reflect the envelope of the underlying primary
mechanismsrather than any summation.If this were true
for honeybee spectral sensitivity, then for each wave-
length tested only the most sensitivereceptor type would
mediate discrimination. This corresponds to an upper
envelope model without neural interactions as given in
Eq. (13). The results are shown in Fig. 4(d). The error
improves (0.107), however, there is still a 0.77
probability that this model is rejected.
Two observationsare important.(1) Singlemechanism
models do not fit the behavioral data and (2) three-
dimensional models that do not allow for interactions
between different photoreceptor systems are also not
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FIGURE 7. The loci of spectral threshold lights (diamonds)plotted in the plane orthogonalto the orientation of the elliptic
cylinder together with a cross-section of the latter. (a) Data from von Helversen (1972). Also plotted is the parallelogram
described by both the upper envelope and city-blockmetric models (solid lines) together with their correspondingaxes (short
dashes: upper envelope and long dashes: city-block). (b-d) Data from Bobeth (1979). The graphs differ with respect to the
intensity of the achromatic reference; (b) refers to Or.u., (c) to 1000r.u., and (d) to 2000r.u. of the white reference light.
adequate. Therefore, interactions most likely contribute
to honeybee spectral sensitivity.
Hypotheses allowing for neural interactions. If the
assumptions of the ellipsoidal approach are valid (see
above),we would expect the data to be well describedby
the general three-dimensionalRiemannian line element
according to Eq. (14). Curve (a) in Fig. 5 gives the
predictions if we fit the six parameters of an ellipsoid to
the data. An error e of 0.046 loglo units (1’< 10-4)
indicates excellent approximation.
The parameters of the ellipsoid are 0.5, –0.4, and 6.6,
(g33, g13, and g235 respectively) and 53.2> 121”3!and
–52.3 (gll, g22and g12)(Table 1). This means that the
three parameters corresponding to x3-direction have
values nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the
remainder. This is indicative of an ellipsoid with an
extremely elongatedmain axis and suggestivethat a fit to
an elliptic cylinder might provide good approximation.
To determine its precise orientation we rotate the
stimulus coordinates with respect to w by 360 deg in
18 deg increments and with respect to P by 90 deg in
5 deg increments (for definitionof angles cf Fig. 2). For
each pair of a and P we fitted the three parameters of an
ellipse accordingto Eq. (15) to the data. Figure 6 gives a
contourplot of the calculatederrors as a functionof a and
~. The fact that the minimum error of 0.047 log units
(P< 10-4) is essentially equal to that obtained in three
dimensions indicates a more or less perfect elliptic
cylinder.The orientationof its central axis (u = 324 deg,
~ = 5 deg) lies within the boundariesconstrainedby the
Maxwell-triangle(Fig. 6, dashed line) and thusargues for
two chromatic mechanisms [cfi Eq, (Bl)]. Figure 7(a)
presents the data (diamonds) in the plane orthogonal to
the central axis of the elliptic cylinder together with a
cross-sectionof the latter, and curve (b) in Fig. 5 shows
the correspondingsensitivityfunction.
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TABLE 2. The metric tensor gikin X(-coordinates
gik X’1 X’2 X’3
X’1 44.4 42.2 (9.8) –43.9 –49.3 (17.5) 0.6 2.1 (4.6)
X’2 123.4 127.2(20.0) 0.6 –2.0 (7.2)
X’3 0.0 3.1 (5.0)
The respective first columns give the values found for the best fit and
the second are the corresponding mean values resulting from a
Monte-Carlosimulation,with standard deviations in parentheses.
To proceed further we can now try to specify the
precise neuronal coding of the two chromatic mechan-
isms. To do so, we fit upper envelope and city-block
metric models to the data in the plane orthogonal to the
central axis of the elliptic cylinder. In the case of two
dimensions these models require four parameters [Eqs
(16) and (17)]. Figure 7(a) plots the parallelogram
defined by both the city-block metric and the upper
envelope fit. The correspondingaxes are given as dashed
(city-block)and short-dashed(upper envelope) lines and
in Fig. 5(c) show the reconstructed function for both
models. The goodness of fit improves (0.038 log units,
P < 10–5)but there is also one parameter more than in
the ellipsoidal fit. In any case, P is far beyond our
significancecriterion of 0.05.
In summary, models allowing for neural interactions
predict von Helversen’s data with high accuracy. The
most parsimoniousmodel is the two mechanism“elliptic
cylinder” model and the two mechanismscorresponding
to the best approximationof the data are chromatic, i.e.
are of the opponent type.
Statistical considerations. The following statistical
analysis is performed in coordinateswith a x’3-axisbeing
the central axis of the elliptic cylinder (X’-space).This is
achieved by re-scaling receptor sensitivities so that the
ratios now read 22.5:2.4:1 (S:M:L).
First,we estimatehow accuratelythe parametersof the
elliptic cylinder can be specified. With respect to its
orientationwe refer to Fig. 6. All axis orientationswithin
the 0.074 contours have to be considered significant
(P< O.05).As can be seen in Fig. 6 there are two minima.
One correspondsto an error of 0.047 log units (P <10-4,
E= 324 deg, @ = 5 deg) andthe other to an error of 0.069
(P= 0.02, a = 342 deg, P =60 deg). The first implies
two chromaticmechanisms,but from the angularposition
of the latter we cannotpreclude, at least from a statistical
point of view, the possibility that one of the two
mechanisms is of the achromatic type. We characterize
the two mechanisms by an ellipse and report its
parameters in terms of two values: (1) the angle the
main axis of the ellipse forms with the x’l-axis; and (2)
the ratio of the length of both axes. The angle of the best
fitting ellipse is 24.3 deg and the ratio of both axes 0.42.
The accuracy of these values with respect to the error of
the behavioral data are estimated by a Monte-Carlo
simulation. Given an error of 0.1 log units on the
intensity scale for each data point, we create a set of
100 hypothetical spectral sensitivity curves in which
threshold intensitiesare randomly shifted according to a
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FIGURE8. The error of approximatione as a functionof g33which is
the parameterof the ellipsoidpointingin the directionof a hypothetical
achromatic mechanism.The dotted line gives the maximumtolerable
value of e in order to comply with a probability of 0.05 for the
approximationto be rejected.
Gaussian of 0.1 log units standard deviation. The fitting
procedure is now repeated for each hypotheticaldata set.
This yields a mean angle of 23.7 deg+4.6 and a mean
ratio of 0.42 ~ 0.08.
The analysis so far indicates two chromatic mechan-
isms mediating discrimination. This is concluded from
the fact that ellipsoidal and elliptic cylinder approxima-
tions yield essentially the same error. How accurate is
this result in a statisticalsense, or, in other words, would
repetitions of the experiment arrive at the same conclu-
sion? We address this question by another Monte-Carlo
simulation, i.e. for the set of 100 hypothetical data sets
(see above) ellipsoidal approximations in X’-space are
performed. Table 2 summarizes values of gi~ for the
original data and mean values obtained from the Monte-
Carlo simulation with standard deviations given in
parenthesis.All values of the metric tensorcorresponding
to x’3-direction(x’3-column)remain small compared to
the others. This means that sensitivity in x’3-directionis
very small. To assess this statistically, the maximum
sensitivityof a hypotheticalachromaticmechanism, that
is, a mechanismacting orthogonalto the chromatic ones,
can be estimated.We tackle thisby determiningthe value
of g33for which the error is less or equal to 0.074, which
correspondsto our significancecriterion (P = 0.05). For
that, we fix gll, g22,g12at values known from the two-
dimensionalfit and set g13and g23to zero. Figure 8 plots
the error of approximation as a function of g33. The
functionrapidly increases,reachingour significancelimit
(dotted line) at g33= 8.5. Thus, the maximum tolerable
sensitivity in x’3-directionis approximately a quarter of
that in X’land only a twelfth of that in x’2-direction.
Note that, in addition, this result corroborates the
findingsof the covarianceanalysis(see Methods),that is,
the outcome of two mechanisms is not the consequence
of insufficient variability in x’3-direction.If data were
lying close to a x’1–x’2-plane,then fitting performance
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TABLE 3. Errors of different metric models fitted to three spectral
sensitivity curves accordingto Bobeth (1979)
Reference light intensity o 1000 2000
Model Eq. Error
Single mechanism“achromatic” (12) 0.214 0.236 0.245
Single mechanism “chromatic” (12) 0.150 0.154 0.133
Receptor noise limited (4) 0.187 0.203 0.219
Simple upper envelope (13) 0.151 0.175 0.201
Ellipsoidal (14) 0.074 0.106 0.128
Elliptic cylinder (15) 0.079 0.106 0.129
Parallelogram (16) & (17) 0.079 0.105 0.127
would not, or only slightly depend on the value of g33
(Poirson & Wandell, 1990).
Bobeth spectral sensitivi~ data
Bobeth (1979) reported spectral sensitivity curves in
which the achromatic reference light was varied in
intensity (lW= Or.u., Zw= 1000r.u. and Iw = 2000 r.u.,
see Methods). Table 3 summarizes the results for the
three conditions. Because in the case of these data the
statistic is not well defined(see Methods)we only report
the error index e. Obviously, the scatter is higher here
than in von Helversen’s case, probably because of the
pooling of inhomogeneousdata. Nevertheless, as in von
Helversen’sdata, the accuracy of approximationis worse
for all simple models and the two-dimensional elliptic
cylinder model explains the behavioral data with essen-
tially the same accuracy as the three-dimensionalmodel.
The orientations of the respective elliptic cylinders
(u= 162 deg, /3=20 deg; Zw= O and 1000r.u., a =
144 deg, ~ = 20 deg; Iw = 2000 r.u.) again indicate two
chromaticmechanisms [Eq. (Bl)]. Figure 7(b-d) plot the
threshold stimuli in the plane orthogonal to their
respective cylinder axis together with the corresponding
best fitting ellipse and Fig. 9 gives the corresponding
reconstructed spectral sensitivity curves (solid lines) in
comparison with the behavioral data points (circles,
triangles and diamonds). Within the sequence O, 1000,
2000 r.u. no pronouncedchangesare observed.From this
we conclude that irrespective of the intensity of the
achromaticreference, stimulusdiscriminationin that task
is mediated by two chromatic mechanisms.
However, when comparing the two-dimensional re-
presentationsof both studies(Fig. 7) we note that all three
ellipses derived from Bobeth’s data [Fig. 7(b-d)] are
different from the ellipse fitted to von Helversen’s data,
both with respect to angular orientation and ratio of the
principal axes. One might attributethesedeparturesto the
different stimulus conditions of both studies. However,
this seems unlikely because of two reasons: (1) If this
were true, then the ellipse in Fig. 7(b) (Iw = O) should
have the closest resemblance to von Helversen’s ellipse
[Fig.7(a)], because the correspondingdatawere obtained
under nearly identical conditions. (2) Not only is the
number of spectral lights lower than in von Helversen’s
experiments,but also important measurement directions
are missing.All data sets lack measurementpoints in the
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FIGURE 9. Fits of elliptic cylinder models (solid lines) to Bobeth’s
(1979) data (squares, triangles, and diamonds). The different curves
differ with respect to the intensity of the achromatic reference;
(a) refers to Or.u., (b) to 1000r.u., and (c) to 2000r.u. of the white
reference light.
directionof the main axis of the ellipse. Therefore, there
is considerableuncertaintyin estimatingangular orienta-
tion and, in particular, the axis ratio. This demonstrates
that not only the accuracy of data theper se but also the
choice of measurement directions limit the inferences
about the underlyingmechanisms.
DISCUSSION
Let us first summarize our main conclusions. All
simple hypotheses, that is, the hypotheses stating the
absence of neural interactionsand the single mechanism
hypothesis are rejected. From those allowing for neural
interactions, the hypothesis that there are two second
stage mechanisms (the two-dimensional “elliptic cylin-
der” model) constitutesthe most parsimoniousto explain
threshold spectral sensitivity in honeybees. From the
orientation of the elliptic cylinder we identify the two
mechanisms to be chromatic. Hypotheses that are more
specific about the nature of the mechanisms (both
parallelogram models: upper envelope and city-block
metric) also provide valid descriptions of all spectral
sensitivitydata considered. In contrast to the ellipsoidal
approach (ellipsoid and elliptic cylinder), such models
allowedto derivea uniqueset of mechanismson the basis
of their specific receptor inputs. However, the accuracy
of the experimentaldata precludesa statisticaldistinction
between ellipsoidsand parallelograms.
Limitations of a metric analysis
The ultimate limitations of. a metric analysis are
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imposed mainly by the accuracy of the data. Scatter as
well as insufficientnumberof measurementdirections,as
in Bobeth’s data, lead to uncertainties in estimating the
parametric surface and thus inevitably limit the infer-
ences about the underlying physiology. In addition,
inferences are limited if thresholds happen to fall on or
near to a plane in three-dimensionalcolor space as it was
shown to apply for spectral sensitivity data of human
observers (Poirson & Wandell, 1990). However, this is
not a general property of visual systems. For the
honeybeewe clearly demonstratethat spectral thresholds
do not fall near a plane in color space. This followsfrom
the fact that the performance of the ellipsoidal approx-
imation deteriorates when increasing the value for the
parameter defining the ellipsoid in the direction ortho-
gonal to the potential plane (i.e. the most insensitive
direction; c~Fig. 8). Were thresholdsactually lying in a
plane, then the error of approximationwould not depend
on this parameter, because the ellipsoid in this direction
would be underdetermined (Poirson & Wandell, 1990).
We presumethis propertyof human spectralsensitivityto
beat least partly the result of the considerableoverlap of
L and M receptors. Most nonprimate animals, however,
have receptors more evenly distributed across the
spectrum (Bowmaker, 1991; Goldsmith, 1991; Menzel
& Backhaus, 1991) so that their spectral sensitivity
functions may allow for specific inferences concerning
the mechanisms involved.
For future experiments we recommend the following
general schedule. First, one should determine the spread
in color space for a set of spectral thresholds and
eventually make up additional measurementswith non-
spectral lights (e.g. mixtures of spectral lights). Second,
one should find the direction(s) in color space where
sensitivity is significantly lower than in others. In this
case it is possible to specify whether the mechanisms
important for discrimination are of the achromatic or
chromatic type. If there is no such insensitive direction
one could at least try to show the existence of stage 2
interactions.
Spectral sensitivi~ and metricproperties of color space
Among scientists working in animal vision spectral
sensitivityappears to be a widely underestimatedtool to
derive the number and type of involved mechanisms. It
may be even better suited for that purpose than e.g.
wavelength discrimination for the following reasons.
Spectral sensltwity measures the sensitivitywith respect
to a singlereference light.This means that for a particular
locus in color.space, sensitivitysamples in different (i.e.
spectral) directions are provided. Given that the spectral
directionsspan color space sufficiently,this allowsone to
determine the specific directions in which sensitivity is
low and those in which it is high. In contrast,wavelength
discrimination gives estimates of the sensitivity at
different spectral loci into, at best, two directions (+AI
and –Al). Furthermore,because stimuli in such experi-
ments are typically equated for equal luminance
(Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 570) or, sometimes, for
equal “stimulus effectiveness” (von Helversen, 1972;
Neumeyer, 1986), they are necessarily restricted to a
common surface.
On the other hand, because the metric tensor generally
depends on the position of the reference stimulus, an
analysisas presented here does not enable us to describe
discriminationperformancein other parts of color space.
To do so, one would have to perform similarexperiments
in different parts of color space. It should be noted that
attempts to predict color discrimination for different
positions of the reference stimulus [e.g. Backhaus’
(1991) predictions on wavelength discrimination of the
honeybee]rest on the very specificassumptionthat there
is a particular nonlinear transduction process at the
receptoral level (stage 1) and that stage two mechanisms
operate linearly. These assumptions,however, still lack
experimentalevidence.
Possible implicationsof chromaticplane orientation on
adaptation
Apparently, honeybees utilize only the variations of
the stimuli along two of three possible directions, i.e.
honeybeecolor space in this task actually is a plane. The
plane is oriented such that the neural mechanisms
consistent with the observed thresholds have to be
chromatic. Interestingly, in all four sets of spectral
thresholdsthe orientationsof the axes orthogonal to this
plane, i.e. the elliptic cylinders’ central axes, are very
close to that of the illuminatinglight. The orientation of
an achromaticvector can be expressedby a re-scaling of
the receptor primaries (see Appendix B) which in turn
can be thought of as reflecting a change in the gain of
each receptor type. Thus, our analysis suggests that the
chromatic plane is determined by the illuminating light.
Unfortunately,it is not clear from the descriptionsin both
studies whether the illuminating light affects chromatic
plane orientationvia the reference or the background.
Thus, twa models may be formulated. One model
assumes that receptors adapt in a von-Kries-likemanner
to the background color, that is, background produces
equal signalsin all three receptor types.These signalsare
then combined to give a zero response in stage 2 if the
animal views either the background or the reference
stimulus and a nonzero response if it views the test.
According to this model thresholds measured against
chromatic backgroundswould shift the elliptic cylinder
axis into the direction of the vector defined by the
background color. An alternative hypothesis would be
that the orientationof the chromaticplane dependson the
color of the reference stimulus alone, irrespective of the
actual adaptationof the receptors. This would mean that
the animal evaluates only the difference between
reference and test. In this case, a change of the back-
ground color, while keeping the illumination constant,
would not alter the orientationof the elliptic cylinder.
From the experimentsanalyzed here we cannot decide
which model applies because: (1) the background color
was not varied in either study; and (2) the white light in
Bobeth’sexperimentspresumably was too similar to the
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FIGURE 10. Predictions of previous models with respect to von
Helversen’s data. The solid line represents the spectral sensitivity
curve according to the model of Backhaus (1991). The curve is
adjusted on the sensitivity scale in order to minimize deviationswith
respect to behavioraldata (circles). The error e is 0.072(P = 0.04)and
therefore is considered acceptable. The dashed curve gives the
predictions of a model by Chittka et al. (1992) according to which a
standard measure of color distance is the Euclidean distance in the
color hexagon (Chittka, 1992).The error is 0.124 and thus the model
would be judged not adequate (P= 0.94).
room light to induce significantchanges. However, there
is some experimentalevidencein favor of the firstmodel.
Neumeyer (1980) measured thresholds for three wave-
lengthson large gray, blue, and yellowbackgrounds.The
fact that threshold intensities changed with background
color at least rejects the second hypothesis.
Predictions of previous models
Backhaus (1991) proposed a model based on the
multidimensionalscaling of color similarityexperiments
(Backhaus et al., 1987). The two scales derived from
those experiments were interpreted as chromatic me-
chanismsthat combine in a city-blockmanner.As can be
seen in Fig. 10 (solid line) the model predicts spectral
sensitivity with sufficient accuracy (e= 0.072;
P = 0.04).
In a somewhat different approach, by comparing the
predictions of one-, two-, and three-dimensionalmodels
with the choice ranking obtained in color discrimination
experiments from a variety of hymenopteran species
Chittka et al. (1992) proposed a general Euclidean
measure in the color hexagon [a variant of the common
Maxwell triangle, see Chittka (1992) for details]. This
measure proved to provide a sufficient estimate of
distance for all species investigated in that study. We
test this model by fitting a circle in the x’1–x’2-planeto
von Helversen’sdata. In Fig. 10 the dashed line gives the
model predictions. The behavioral curve is reproduced
with its general features, indicating that a set of mech-
anisms in the color triangle plane may already provide a
good guess. However, an error of 0.124 (P= 0.94)
rejects this model, at least for von Helversen’sdata.
Two-dimensionalcolor vision and achromaticsystems
Although our results concerning the two-dimension-
ality are strictlyvalid only for a particularreference locus
in honeybee color space, they are in broad agreement
with earlier findings(Backhauset al., 1987;Chittkaet al.,
1992).We arrive at this conclusionusing the results of a
quite differenttask, namely the discriminationof spectral
intensity increments. Furthermore, this is the first time
that contributionsof achromaticchannelsare ruled out on
the basis of strong statistical support.
Does this mean that bees do not have an achromatic
mechanism comparable to the human luminance chan-
nel? From other studieswe know that honeybeespossess
a numberof visual subsystemstuned to analyze temporal
and spatial intensity modulations in the environment.
Most of these subsystems are mediated by the green
sensitive photoreceptors orily (Kaiser & Liske, 1974;
review: Lehrer, 1993) and therefore constitute, by
definition, achromatic mechanisms. Recent results sug-
gest that the “green-channel”also mediates the detection
and discriminationof small color signals (Giurfa et al.,
1997).For color signalsexceeding a certain critical size,
however, contrast to the green receptor does not affect
choice behavior and both detection and discrimination
are exclusivelydependenton chromatic channels.
Thus, it appears that there are largely separate path-
ways for achromatic and color processing in honeybees.
While parallel processing of achromatic and chromatic
information is shown to occur in humans as well
(Shapley, 1990), the results from human color discrimi-
nation experiments reveal a three-dimensionalstructure
of color space (Brown & MacAdam, 1949;Wyszecki &
Stiles, 1982,p. 493). This indicates that in humans both
chromatic and achromatic mechanisms are involved in
discrimination.In the honeybeethis seems to be different
suggestingthat both pathways remain independentup to
the behavioral level.
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APPENDIXA
Ellipsoidalmodels are valid if the neuralprocesses are described by
smoothfunctions
Considertwo stimuli correspondingto the receptor signals {rs, r~, rL}
and {r’s,r’~, r’L},that in turn cause secondstage signals ~1,fz,..,fM}
and ~’1, f’z,...f’M}.Generally,AS,the output of stage 3, is a positive
function of the neural signals which is equal to O if the signals are
equal. If As is a smooth function of the neural signals and if the
differencebetween the neural signals ~1, fz,...f~}and J#l, f’2,...~},},
{Afl, Af2,...AfN},is small, a quadratic approximation provides
sufficient accuracy:
N 1 a2s2
‘2=jgl?C9j@fm—A~Af. (Al)
Equation(Al) gives a Riemannianline element in the coordinatesof
stage 2 [see Eq. (3)], with the metric tensor Gjm= ~fiIf the stage 2
signals are smoothfunctions of the receptor signals then
(A2)
Substitutionof Eq. (A2) into Eq. (Al) leads to the line element in
receptor coordinates.
3
AS2 = ~ gik Ari Ark (A3)
i,k= 1
with
N
a“ %
gik = ~ Gjm ~~
j,m= 1 1
Equation (A3) expresses the Riemannian line element in the coor-
dinates of the receptors (R). Equations (Al) and (A3) describe an
ellipsoid in color space. Thus, ellipsoidal models provide an accurate
description of discrimination thresholds, if the neural signals are
mathematically described by smooth functions.
APPENDIX B
Orientationof chromaticandachromaticmechanisms
Each mechanism can be described by a gradient vector @ with
components~ [see Eq. (2)]. If the componentsof this vector have the
same sign we’term this mechanism achromatic (no inhibitory inter-
actions). Vectors orthogonal to an achromatic vector must have
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components of different sign and thus correspond to chromatic
mechanisms.
Let the axes of the receptor related coordinate system R be
orthogonal. We scale the receptor primaries such that the reference
stimulus lies in the center of the Maxwell-triangle. If we define
coordinatesystemX [Eq.(9)] withX3crossingthe center of the triangle
(see also Fig. 2) we can give the orientation of a vector 0 in terms of
two angles, u and /?.If@ has positivecomponents,i.e. is an achromatic
vector, then re-scaling of the primaries rj = r[ : ~ will move @to the
center of the triangle. Thus, the orientationof an achromaticvector can
be definedeither by two angles u, /3or by a re-scalingof the primaries.
The orientation of an achromatic vector is constrained by the
boundaries of the Maxwell-triangle. Obviously, the angular coordi-
nates of the axes r~, r~, and r= are invariant to the scaling of the
primaries, because they are by definition orthogonal. Hence, the
constraints for the orientation of a vector to be achromatic can be
expressed by a description of the Maxwell-triangle in angular
coordinates:
tan2(/3)Cosz(a –30 – 120n)~, rr = O, 1, 2 (Bl)
with n being the 120deg-sector in the triangle-plane.All mechanisms
corresponding to the vectors orthogonal to those obeying condition
(Bl) are necessarily chromatic.
